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TOP Card:
 

Begin with folding a 3 x 3 card base from the kit. 
Take the card base with the scalloped heart punched from the center (created in Alternate #1)
and trim it down to 2 1/2 x 2 1/2 squares.
Stamp the floral square stamp in Mint Macaron Ink onto the Mint Macaron half.  
Adhere it to a card base with dimensionals. 
Adhere a Rococo Rose die-cut heart to the center of the card with doubled-up dimensionals. 
Stamp the sentiment in Mint Macaron Ink onto a Crushed Curry lined die-cut piece.  
Adhere with adhesive dots.
Adhere two bee die-cuts as shown with dimensionals. 
Tie a bow of baker's twine and adhere it as shown with an adhesive dot. 
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BOTTOM LEFT card:
 

Begin with folding a 3 x 3 card base from the kit. 
Take the white scalloped heart punched square and adhere it to the card base with
dimensionals. 
Adhere a Rococo Rose printed die-cut heart to the center of the card with doubled-up
dimensionals. 
Stamp the sentiment in Mint Macaron Ink onto the white side of a Crushed Curry lined die-cut
piece.
Adhere with adhesive dots. 
Adhere a bee die-cut as shown with a dimensional. 
Tie a bow of baker's twine and adhere it as shown with an adhesive dot. 

 
BOTTOM RIGHT card:
 

Begin with folding a 3 x 3 card base from the kit. 
Cut another 3 x 3 card base in half. 
Cut the white side to three - 3/4 x 2 3/4 strips.  
Adhere as shown with dimensionals. 
Adhere two Rococo Rose heart die-cuts as shown. (solid with adhesive dots, printed with
dimensionals).
Stamp the sentiment in Mint Macaron Ink onto the white side of a Crushed Curry lined die-cut
piece.
Adhere with a dimensional. 
Adhere two bee die-cuts as shown with dimensionals. 

 
See below for additional products needed to complete this card. 
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Add All to Cart
 

Paper Trimmer

152392

Price: $25.00

Add to Cart

Heart Punch Pack

151292

Price: $34.00

Add to Cart
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